METEORS AND OTHER STARS

New Worlds reappeared for three issues immediately after World War II. Ted
Carnell, who had edited the four issues of the magazine published in 1939 and
planned three more for 1940 before the publishing company collapsed, joined
the Royal Artillery in 1940 and served until 1946; He soon found another
publisher and produced three issues, two in 1946 and one in October of 1947,
before that publisher went into receivership as well
Part of the problem was sales; the British potential readership was smaller
^ and less familiar with SF. In Science Fiction, Fantasy, and

WeirdFictionMagazines,

Mike Ashley noted that the first 1946 issue of New Worlds printed fifteen
thousand copies and sold three thousand; the second issue sold out and the
first issue then was rebound with the second issue cover and sold much better.
But at this time Amazing Stories was selling 150,000485,000 copies in the U.S.
(in the midst of the Shaver Mystery controversy), and Astounding Science Fiction
was selling about 100,000.
Finally, in 1949 two more issues were published under the newly organized
Nova Publications and by 1950 the magazine was on a regular quarterly schedule
and would eventually go to bi-monthly and then monthly. It would become a
center around which British SF would develop, but it was not alone. In 1951
Authentic Science Fiction began an uneven career, sometimes as a publisher of
novels, sometimes as a magazine, that ended after eighty-five issues in 1957.
Nebula, the only SF magazine to be published in Scotland, got going in 1952
and attracted a number of leading writers as well as nurturing new ones. It got
only a quarter of its readers from Britain; the rest came from the U.S., Australia,

and South Africa. It published forty-one issues before its demise in 1959. New
Worlds got a companion magazine in 1950, Science Fantasy, edited by Walter
Gillings, who had earlier edited sixteen issues of Tales of Wonder between 1937
and 1941 and three issues of Fantasy in 1946-47. Science Fantasy, shortly taken
over by Ted Carnell, was more receptive to stories with fantastic premises and
achieved a substantial reputation in the eighty-one issues it published before it
folded in 1966, after Kyril Bonfiglioli had taken over as editor in 1964 at the
time Michael Moorcock succeeded Ted Carnell as editor of New Worlds.
Another Carnell magazine, Science Fiction Adventures, got started in 1958 as a
reprint of the American magazine, but when that magazine stopped publication
the British magazine continued with new material until 1963.
Nevertheless, many British writers still were looking to American markets
and surprising readers with their skill and sophistication. Some had long careers;
others compacted their SF work into a few years or a handful of stories, like
the tragic American writer Stanley Weinbaum, in the 1930s. One of them was
Peter Phillips, whose first story in Astounding, "Dreams Are Sacred," was
published in September 1948, and remains his best-known work.
Phillips didn't have many. He published three stories in Astounding before
the end of 1949, and a total of twenty stories by 1958, including four in Galaxy
and three in New Worlds when he disappeared from science fiction. Of course
he had never really appeared. None of the early fan sources, including Tuck's
Encyclopedia, had any information about him, and Day's Index to the Science
Fiction Magazines: 1926-1950 notes that no information was available and that
Ziff-Davis (which published Amazing) may have used this as a house name.
The Nichols 1978 encyclopedia noted briefly that Phillips was born in 1921
and worked as a British newspaperman and author.
The notion of entering dreams for a variety of purposes, but particularly to
restore sanity, became a part of SF's common store of ideas after the publication
of Phillips's story. Of particular note is Roger Zelazny's 1965 Nebula-awardwinning novella "He Who Shapes," expanded in 1966 into the novel The Dream
Master. In 1955 psychiatrist Robert Lindner published fictionalized accounts
of his cases under the title of The Fifty-Minute Hour, One of the cases was called
"The Jet-Propelled Couch" and dealt with the delusions of a science-fiction
writer who came to believe in the reality of his own imaginary world; Lindner's
successful therapy involved entering into the writer's world and almost becoming
trapped in it before breaking himself, and the author, free.
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When Iwas seven, Tread a ghost story and babbled
of the consequent nightmare to my father.
"They were coming for me, Pop," I sobbed. "I
couldn't run, and I couldn't stop 'em, great big things
with teeth and claws like the pictures in the book,
and I couldn't wake myself up, Pop, I couldn't come
awake."
Pop had a few quiet cuss words for folks who left
such things around for a kid to pick up and read; then
he took my hand gently in his own great paw and
led me into the six-acre pasture.
He was wise, with the canny insight into human
motives that the soil gives to a man. He was close to
Nature and the hearts and minds of men, for all men
ultimately depend on the good earth for sustenance
and life.
He sat down on a stump and showed me a big gun.
I know now it was a heavy Service Colt .45. To my
child eyes, it was enormous. I had seen shotguns and
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sporting rifles before, but this was to be held in one hand and fired. Gosh, it
was heavy. It dragged my thin arm down with its sheer, grim weight when Pop
showed me how to hold it.
Pop said: "It's a killer, Pete. There's nothing in the whole wide world or out
of it that a slug from Billy here won't stop. It's killed lions and tigers and men.
Why, if you aim right, it'll stop a charging elephant. Believe me, son, there's
nothing you can meet in dreams that Billy here won't stop. And he'll come
into your dreams with you from now on, so there's no call to be scared of
anything."
He drove that deep into my receptive subconscious. At the end of half an
hour, my wrist ached abominably from the kick of that Colt. But I'd seen heavy
slugs tear through two-inch teakwood and mild steel plating. I'd looked along
that barrel, pulled the trigger, felt the recoil rip up my arm and seen the fistsize hole blasted through a sack of wheat.
And that night, I slept with Billy under my pillow. Before I slipped into
dreamland, I'd felt again the cool, reassuring butt.
When the Dark Things came again, I was almost glad. I was ready for them.
Billy was there, lighter than in my waking hours—or maybe my dream-hand
was bigger—but just as powerful. Two of the Dark Things crumpled and fell as
Billy roared and kicked, then the others turned and fled.
Then I was chasing them, laughing, and firing from the hip.
Pop was no psychiatrist, but he'd found the perfect antidote to fear---the
projection into the subconscious mind of a common-sense concept based on
experience.
Twenty years later, the same principle was put into operation scientifically
to save the sanity—and perhaps the life—of Marsham Craswell.
"Surely you've heard of him?" said Stephen Blakiston, a college friend of mine
who'd majored in psychiatry.
"Vaguely," I said. "Science fiction, fantasy...I've read a little. Screwy."
"Not so. Some good stuff." Steve waved a hand round the bookshelves of his
private office in the new Pentagon Mental Therapy Hospital, New York State.
I saw multicolored magazine backs, row on row of them. "I'm a fan," he said
simply. "Would you call me screwy?"
I backed out of that one. I'm just a sports columnist, but I knew Blakiston
was tops in two fields—the psycho stuff and electronic therapy.
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Steve said: "Some of it's the old 'peroo, of course, but the level of writing is
generally high and the ideas thought-provoking. For ten years, Marsham has
been one of the most prolific and best-loved writers in the game.
"Two years ago, he had a serious illness, didn't give himself time to convalesce
properly before he waded into writing again. He tried to reach his previous
output, tending more and more towards pure fantasy. Beautiful in parts, sheer
rubbish sometimes.
"He forced his imagination to work, set himself a wordage routine. The
tension became too great. Something snapped. Now he's here."
Steve got up, ushered me out of his office. "I'll take you to see him. He won't
see you. Because the thing that snapped was his conscious control over his
imagination. It went into high gear, and now instead of writing his stories, he's
living them—quite literally, for him.
"Far-off worlds, strange creatures, weird adventures—the detailed
phantasmagoria of a brilliant mind driving itself into insanity through the sheer
complexity of its own invention. He's escaped from the harsh reality of his
strained existence into a dream world. But he may make it real enough to kill
himself.
"He's the hero of course," Steve continued, opening the door into a private
ward. "But even heroes sometimes die. My fear is that his morbidly overactive
imagination working through his subconscious mind will evoke in this dream
world in which he is living a situation wherein the hero must die.
"You probably know that the sympathetic magic of witchcraft acts largely
through the imagination. A person imagines he is being hexed to death—and
dies. If Marsham Craswell imagines that one of his fantastic creations kills the
hero himself—then he just won't wake up again.
"Drugs won't touch him. Listen."
Steve looked at me across Marsham's bed. I leaned down to hear the
mutterings from the writer's bloodless lips.
"...We must search the Plains of Istak for the Diamond. I, Multan, who now
has the Sword, will lead thee; for the Snake must die and only in virtue of the
Diamond can his death be encompassed. Come."
Craswell's right hand, lying limp on the coverlet, twitched. He was beckoning
his followers.
"Still the Snake and the Diamond?" asked Steve. "He's been living that dream
for two days. We only know what's happening when he speaks in his role of
hero. Often it's quite unintelligible. Sometimes a spark of consciousness filters
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through, and he fights to wake up. It's pretty horrible to watch him squirming
and trying to pull himself back into reality. Have you ever tried to pull yourself
out of a nightmare and failed?"
It was then that I remembered Billy, the Colt .45.1 told Steve about it, back
in his office.
He said: "Sure. Your Pop had the right idea. In fact, I'm hoping to save
Marsham by an application of the same principle. To do it, I need the
cooperation of someone who combines a lively imagination with a severely
practical streak, hoss-sense—and a sense of humor. Yes—you."
"Uh? How can I help? I don't even know the guy."
"You will," said Steve, and the significant way he said it sent a trickle of ice
water down my back. "You're going to get closer to Marsham Craswell than
one man has ever been to another.
"I'm going to project you—the essential you, that is, your mind and
personality—into Craswell's tortured brain."
I made pop-eyes, then thumbed at the magazine-lined wall. "Too much of
yonder, brother Steve," I said. "What you need is a drink."
?
Steve lit his pipe, draped his long legs over the arm of his chair. "Miracles
and witchcraft are out. What I propose to do is basically no more miraculous
than the way your Pop put that gun into your dreams so you weren't afraid any1
more. It's merely more complex scientifically.
"You've heard of the encephalograph? You know it picks up the surface neural
currents of the brain, amplifies and records them, showing the degree—or
absence-—of mental activity. It can't indicate the kind or quality of such activity
save in very general terms. By using comparison-graphs and other statistical
methods to analyze its data, we can sometimes diagnose incipient insanity, for
instance. But that's all—until we started work on it, here at Pentagon.
"We improved the penetration and induction pickup and needled the
selectivity until we could probe any known portion of the brain. What we were
looking for was a recognizable pattern among the millions of tiny electric
currents that go to make up the imagery of thought, so that if the subject thought
of something—a number, maybe—the instruments would react accordingly, give
a pattern for it that would be repeated every time he thought of that number.
"We failed, of course. The major part of the brain acts as a unity, no one part
being responsible for either simple or complex imagery, but the activity of one
portion inducing activity in other port ions—with the exception of those parts
dealing with automatic impulses. So if we were to get a pattern we should need'
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thousands of pickups—a practical impossibility. It was as if we were trying to
divine the pattern of a colored sweater by putting one tiny stitch of it under a
microscope.
"Paradoxically, our machine was too selective. We needed, not a probe, but
an all-encompassing field, receptive simultaneously to the multitudinous
currents that made up a thought-pattern.
"We found such a field. But we were no further forward. In a sense, we were
back where we started from—because to analyze what the field picked up would
have entailed the use of thousands of complex instruments. We had amplified
thought, but we could not analyze it.
"There was only one single instrument sufficiently sensitive and complex to
do that—another human brain."
I waved for a pause. "I'm home," I said. "You'd got a thought-reading
machine."
"Much more than that. When we tested it the other day, one of my assistants
stepped up the polarity-reversal of the field—that is, the frequency—by
accident. I was acting as analyst and the subject was under narcosis.
"Instead of'hearing' the dull incoherencies of his thoughts, I became part of
them. I was inside that man's brain. It was a nightmare world. He wasn't a
clear thinker; I was aware of my own individuality.... When he came round,
he went for me bald-headed. Said I'd been trespassing inside his head.
/

"With Marsham, it'll be a different matter. The dream world of his coma is
detailed, as real as he used to make dream worlds to his readers."
"Hold it," I said. "Why don't you take a peek?"
Steve Blakiston smiled and gave me a high-voltage shot from his big gray
eyes. "Three good reasons: I've soaked in the sort of stuff he dreams up, and
there's a danger that I would become identified too closely with him. What he
needs is a salutary dose of common sense. You're the man for that, you cynical
old whisky-hound.
"Secondly, if my mind gave way under the impress of his imagination, I
wouldn't be around to treat myself; and thirdly, when—and if—he comes round,
he'll want to kill the man who's been heterodyning his dreams. You can scram.
But I want to stay and see the results."
"Sorting that out, I gather there's a possibility that I shall wake up as a
candidate for a bed in the next ward?"
"Not unless you let your mind go under. And you won't. You've got a castiron non-gullibility complex. Just fool around in your usual iconoclastic manner.
Your own imagination's pretty good, judging by some of your fight reports lately."
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I got up, bowed politely, said: "Thank you, my friend. That reminds me—
I'm covering the big fight at the Garden tomorrow night. And I need sleep. It's
late. So long."
Steve unfolded and reached the door ahead of me.
"Please," he said, and argued. He can argue. And I couldn't duck those big
eyes of his. And he is—or was—my pal. He said it wouldn't take long—(just
like a dentist)—and he smacked down every "if' I thought up.
Ten minutes later, I was lying on a twin bed next to that occupied by a silent,
white-faced Marsham Craswell. Steve was leaning over the writer adjusting a
chrome-steel bowl like a hair-drier over the man's head. An assistant was fixing
me up the same way.
Gables ran from the bowls to a movable arm overhead and thence to a
wheeled machine that looked like something from the Wacky Science Section
of the World's Fair, A.D. 2000.
I was bursting with questions, but the only ones that would come out seemed
crazily irrelevant.
"What do I say to this guy? 'Good morning, and how are all your little ?
complexes today?'Do I introduce myself?"
"Just say you're Pete Parnell, and play it off the cuff," said Steve. "You'll see
what I mean when you get there."
Get there. That hit me—the idea of making a journey into some nut's nut.
My stomach drew itself up to softball size.
"What's the proper dress for a visit like this? Formal?" I asked. At least, I
think I said that. It didn't sound like my voice.
"Wear what you like."
"Uh-huh. And how do I know when to draw my visit to a close?"
Steve came round to my side. "If you haven't snapped Craswell out of it within
an hour, I'll turn off the current."
He stepped back to the machine. "Happy dreams."
I groaned.
It was hot. Two high summers rolled into one. No, two suns, blood-red, stark
in a brazen sky. Should be cool underfoot—soft green turf, pool-table smooth
to the far horizon. But it wasn't grass. Dust. Burning green dust—
The gladiator stood ten feet away, eyes glaring in disbelief. All of six-four
high, great bronzed arms and legs, knotted muscles, a long shining sword in his
right hand.
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But his face was unmistakable.
This was where I took a good hold of myself. I wanted to giggle.
"Boy!" I said. "Do you tan quickly! Couple of minutes ago, you were as white
as the bed sheet."
The gladiator shaded his eyes from the twin suns. "Is this yet another guise
of the magician Garor to drive me insane—an Earthman here, on the Plains of
Istak? Or am I already—mad?" His voice was deep, smoothly modulated.
My own was perfectly normal. Indeed, after the initial effort, I felt perfectly
normal, except for the heat.
I said: "That's the growing idea where I've just come from—that you're going
nuts." ••• • •••

• '

'

'

• '

You know those half-dreams, just on the verge of sleep, in which you can
control your own imagery to some extent? That's how I felt. I knew intuitively
what Steve was getting at when he said I could play it off the cuff. I looked
down. Tweed suit, brogues—naturally. That's what I was wearing when I last
looked at myself. I had no reason to think I was wearing-—and therefore to be
wearing—any thing, else. But something cooler was indicated in this heat,
generated by Marsham Craswell's imagination.
Something like his own gladiator costume, perhaps.
Sandals—fine. There were my feet—in sandals.
Then I laughed. I had nearly fallen into the error of accepting his imagination.
^ "Do you mind if I switch off one of those suns?" I asked politely. "It's a little
hot."
I gave one of the suns a very dirty look. It disappeared.
The gladiator raised his sword. "You are—Garor!" he cried. "But your witchery
shall not avail you against the Sword!"
He rushed forward. The shining blade cleaved the air towards my skull.
I thought very, very fast.
The sword clanged, and streaked off at a sharp tangent from my G.I. brainpan protector. I'd last worn that homely piece of hardware in the Argonne,
and I knew it would stop a mere sword. I took it off.
"Now listen to me, Marsham Craswell," I said. "My name's Pete Parnell, of
the Sunday Star, and—"
Craswell looked up from his sword, chest heaving, startled eyes bright as if
with recognition. "Wait! I know now who you are—Nelpar Retrep, Man of
the Seven Moons, come to fight with me against the Snake and his ungodly
disciple, magician and sorceress, Garor. Welcome, my friend!"
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He held out a huge bronzed hand. I shook it.
It was obvious that, unable to rationalize-—or irrationalize—me, he was
writing me into the plot of his dream! Right. It had been amusing so far. I'd
string along for a while. My imagination hadn't taken a licking—yet.
Craswell said: "My followers, the great-hearted Dok-men of the Blue Hills,
have just been slain in a gory battle. We were about to brave the many perils
of the Plains of Istak in our quest for the Diamond—but all this, of course, you
know."
"Sure," I said. "What now?"
Craswell turned suddenly, pointed. "There," he muttered. "A sight that strikes
terror even into my heart—Garor returns to the battle, at the head of her dread
Legion of Lakros, beasts of the Overworld, drawn into evil symbiosis with alien
intelligences—-invulnerable to men, but not to the Sword, or to the mighty
weapons of Nelpar of the Seven Moons. We shall fight them alone!"
Racing across the vast plain of green dust towards us was a horde
of.. .er.. .creatures. My vocabulary can't cope fully with Craswell's imagination.
Gigantic, shimmering things, drooling thick ichor, half-flying, half-lolloping.
Enough to say I looked around for a washbasin to spit in. I found one, with
soap and towels complete, but I pushed it over, looked at a patch of green dust
and thought hard.
The outline of the phone booth wavered a little before I could fix it. I dashed
inside, dialed. "Police H.Q.? Riot squad here—and quick!"
I stepped outside the booth. Craswell was whirling the Sword round his head,
yelling war cries as he faced the onrushing monsters.
From the other direction came the swelling scream of a police siren. Half a
dozen good, solid patrol cars screeched to a dust-spurting stop outside the phone
booth. I don't have to think hard to get a New York cop car fixed in my mind.
These were just right. And the first man out, running to my side and patting
his cap on firmly, was just right, too.
Michael O'Faolin, the biggest, toughest, nicest cop I know.
"Mike," I said, pointing. "Fix 'em."
"Shure, an' it's an aisy job f'the bhoys I've brought along," said Mike, hitching
his belt.
He deployed his men.
Craswell looked at them fanning out to take the charge, then staggered back
towards me, hand over his eyes. "Madness!" he shouted. "What madness is this?
What are you doing?"
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For a moment, the whole scene wavered/The lone red sun blinked out, the
green desert became a murky transparency through which I caught a split-second
glimpse of white beds with two figures lying on them. Then Craswell uncovered
his eyes.
The monsters began to diminish some twenty yards from the riot squad. By
the time they got to the cops, they were man-size, and very amenable to
discipline—enforced by raps over their horny noggins with nightsticks. They
were bundled into the squad cars, which set off again over the plains.
Michael O'Faolin remained. I said: "Thanks, Mike. I may have a couple of
spare tickets for the big fight tomorrow night. See you later."
"Just what I was want in', Pete. 'Tis me day off. Now, how do I get home?"
I opened the door of the phone booth. "Right inside." He stepped in. I turned
to Craswell.
"Mighty magic, G Nelpar!" he exclaimed. "To creatures of Garor's mind you
opposed creatures of your own!"
He'd woven the whole incident into his plot already.
"We must go forward now, Nelpar of the Seven Moons—forward to the
Citadel of the Snake, a thousand lokspans over the burning Plains of Istak."
"How about the Diamond?"
"The Diamond—?"
Evidently, he'd run so far ahead of himself getting me fixed into the landscape
that he'd forgotten all about the Diamond that could kill the Snake. I didn't
remind him.
However, a thousand lokspans over the burning plains sounded a little too
far for walking, whatever a lokspan might be.
I said: "Why do you make^things tough for yourself, Craswell?"
"The name," he said with tremendous dignity, "is Multan."
"Multan, Sultan, Shashlik, Dikkidam, Hammaneggs or whatever polysyllabic
pooh-bah you wish to call yourself—I still ask, why make things tough for
yourself when there's plenty of cabs around? Just whistle."
I whistled. The Purple Cab swung in, perfect to the last detail, including a
hulking-backed, unshaven driver, dead ringer for the impolite gorilla who'd
brought me out to Pentagon that evening.
There is nothing on earth quite so unutterably prosaic as a New York Purple
Cab with that sort of driver. The sight upset Craswell, and the green plains
wavered again while he struggled to fit the cab into his dream.
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"What new magic is this! You are indeed mighty, Nelpar!"
He got in- But he was trembling with the effort to maintain the structure of
this world into which he had escaped, against my deliberate attempts to bring
it crashing round his ears and restore him to colorless—but sane—normality.
At this stage, I felt curiously sorry for him; but I realized that it might only
be by permitting him to reach the heights of creative imagery before dousing
him with the sponge from the cold bucket that I could jerk his drifting ego
back out of dreamland.
It was dangerous thinking. Dangerous—for me.
Craswell's thousand lokspans appeared to be the equivalent of ten blocks.
Or perhaps he wanted to gloss over the mundane near-reality of a cab ride. He
pointed forward, past the driver's shoulder: "The Citadel of the Snake!"
To me, it looked remarkably like a wedding cake designed by Dali in red
plastic: ten stories high, each storey a platter half a mile thick, each platter
diminishing in size and offset to the one beneath so that the edifice spiraled
towards the glossy sky.
The cab rolled into its vast shadow, stopped beneath the sheer, blank precipice
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of the base platter, which might have been two miles in diameter. Or three. Or
four. What's a mile or two among dreamers?
Craswell hopped out quickly. I got out on the driver's side.
The driver said: "Dollar-fifty."
Square, unshaven jaw, low forehead, dirty-red hair straggling under his cap. I
said: "Comes high for a short trip."
"Lookit the clock," he growled, squirming his shoulders. "Do I come out and
get it?"
I said sweetly: "Go to hell."
Cab and driver shot downward through the green sand with the speed of an
express elevator. The hole closed up. The times I've wanted to do just that-—
Craswell was regarding me open-mouthed.,I said: "Sorry. Now I'm being
escapist, too. Get on with the plot."
He muttered something I didn't catch, strode across to the red wall in which
a crack, meeting place of mighty gates, had appeared, and raised his sword.
"Open, Garor! Your doom is nigh. Multan and Nelpar are here to brave the
terrors of this Citadel and free the world from the tyranny of the Snake!" He
hammered at the crack with the sword-hilt.
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"Not so loud," I murmured. "You'll wake the neighbors. Why not use the
bell-push?" I put my thumb on the button and pressed. The towering gates swung
slowly open.
"You.. .you have been here before—"
"Yes—after my last lobster supper." I bowed. "After you."
I followed him into a great, echoing tunnel with fluorescent walls. The gates
closed behind us. He paused and looked at me with an odd gleam in his eyes.
A gleam of—sanity. And there was anger in the set of his lips. Anger for me,
not Garor or the Snake.
It's not nice to have someone trampling all over your ego. Pride is a t i g e r even in dreams. The subconscious, as Steve had explained to me, is a function
or state of the brainy not a small part of it. In thwarting Craswell, I was
disparaging not merely his dream, but his very brain, sneering at his intellectual
integrity, at his abilities as an imaginative writer.
In a brief moment of rationality, I believe he was strangely aware of this.
He said quietly: "You have limitations, Nelpar. Your outward-turning eyes
are blind to the pain of creation; to you the crystal stars are spangles on the
dress of a scarlet woman, and you mock the God-blessed unreason that would
make life more than the crawling of an animal from womb to grave. In tearing
the veil from mystery, you destroy not mystery—for there are many mysteries,
a million veils, worlds within and beyond worlds—but beauty. And in destroying
beauty, you destroy your soul."
These last words, quiet as they sounded, were caught up by the curving walls
of the huge tunnel, amplified then diminished in pulsing repetition, loud then
soft, a surging, hypnotic echo: "Destroy your SOUL, DESTROY your soul,
SOUL—"
Craswell pointed with his sword. His voice was exultant. "There is a Veil,
Nelpar—and you must tear it lest it become your shroud! The Mist—the
Sentient Mist of the Citadel!"
I'll admit that, for a few seconds, he'd had me a little groggy. I felt—subdued.
And I understood for the first time his power as a word-spinner.
I knew that it was vital for me to reassert myself.
A thick, gray mist was rolling,"wreathing slowly towards us, filling the tunnel
to roof-height, puffing out thick, groping tentacles.
"It lives on Life itself," Craswell shouted. "It feeds not on flesh, but on the
vital principle that animates all flesh. I am safe, Nelpar, for I have the Sword.
Can your magic save you?"
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"Magic!" I said. "There's no gas invented yet that'll get through a Mark 8
mask."
Gas-drill—face-piece first, straps behind the ears. No, I hadn't forgotten the
old routine.
I adjusted the mask comfortably. "And if it's not gas," I added, "this will fix
it." I felt over my shoulder, undipped a nozzle, brought it round into the "ready"
position.
I had only used a one-man flame-thrower once—in training—but the
experience was etched on my memory.
This was a deluxe model. At the first thirty-foot oily, searing blast, the Mist
curled in on itself and rolled back the way it had come. Only quicker.
I shucked off the trappings. "You were in the Army for a while, Craswell.
Remember?"
The shining translucency of the walls dimmed suddenly, and beyond them I
glimpsed, as in a movie close-up through an unfocused projector, the square,
intense face of Steve Blakiston.
Then the walls re-formed, and Craswell, still the bronzed, naked-limbed giant ?
of his imagination, was looking at me again, frowning, worried. "Your words
are strange, O Nelpar. It seems you are master of mysteries beyond even my
knowing."
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I put on the sort of face I use when the sports editor queries my expenses,
aggrieved, pleading. "Your trouble, Craswell, is that you don't want to know.
You just won't remember. That's why you're here. But life isn't bad if you oil it
a little. Why not snap out of this and come with me for a drink?"
"I do not understand," he muttered. "But we have a mission to perform.
Follow." And he strode off.
Mention of drink reminded me. There was nothing wrong with my memory.
And that tunnel was as hot as the green desert. I remembered a very small pub
just off the street-car depot end of Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow, Scotland. A
ginger-whiskered ancient, an exile from the Highlands, who'd listened to me
enthusing over a certain brand of Scotch. "If ye think that's guid, mon, ye'll
no' tasted the brew from ma own private deestillery. Smack yer lips ower this,
laddie—" And he'd produced an antique silver flask and poured a generous
measure of golden whisky into my glass. I had never tasted such mellow nectar
before or since. Until I was walking down the tunnel behind Craswell.
I nearly envisaged the glass, but changed my mind in time to make it the
antique flask. I raised it to my lips. Imagination's a wonderful thing.
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Craswell was talking. I'd nearly forgotten him;
"...near the Hall of Madness, where strange musie assaults the brain, weird
harmonies that enchant, then kill, rupturing the very cells by a mixture of
subsonic and supersonic frequencies. Listen!" We had reached the end of the tunnel and stood at the top of a slope which,
broadening, ran gently downward, veiled by a blue haze, like the smoke from
fifty million cigarettes, filling a vast circular hall. The haze eddied, moved by
vagrant, sluggish currents of air, and revealed on the farther side, dwarfed by
distance but obviously enormous, a complex structure of pipes and consoles.
A dozen Mighty Wurlitzers rolled into one would have appeared as a miniature
piano at the foot of this towering music-machine.
At its many consoles which, even at that distance, I could see consisted of at
4east half a dozen manuals each, were multi-limbed creatures—spiders or octopi
or Polilollipops—I didn't ask what Craswell called them—I was listening.
The opening bars were strange enough, but innocuous. Then the multiple
tones and harmonies began to swell in volume. I picked out the curious, sweet
harshness of oboe and bassoons, the eldritch, rising ululation of a thousand
violins, the keen shrilling of a hundred demonic flutes, the sobbing of many
'cellos. That's enough. Music's my hobby and i don't want to get carried away
in describing how that crazy symphony nearly carried me away.
But if Craswell ever reads this, I'd like him to know that he missed his
vocation. He should have been a musician. His dream-music showed an amazing
intuitive grasp of orchestration and harmonic theory. If he could do anything
like it consciously, he would be a great modern composer.
Yet not too much like it. Because it began to have the effects he had warned
about. The insidious rhythm and wild melodies seemed to throb inside my head,
setting up a vibration, a burning, in the brain tissue.
Imagine Puccini's "Recondita Armonia" re-orchestrated by Stravinsky then
re-arranged by Honegger, played by fifty symphony orchestras in the Hollywood
Bowl, and you might begin to get the idea.
I was getting too much of it. Did I say music was my hobby? Certainly—but
the only instrument I play is the harmonica. Quite well, too. And with a
microphone, I can make lots of nice noise.
A microphone—-and plenty of amplifiers. I pulled the harmonica from my
pocket, took a deep breath, arid whooped into "Tiger Rag," my favorite partypiece.
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The stunning blast-wave of jubilant jazz, riffs, tiger-growls and tremolo
discords from the tiny mouth organ crashed into the vast hall from the
amplifiers, completely swamping CraswelPs mad music.
I heard his agonized shout even above the din. His tastes in music were
evidently not as catholic as mine. He didn't like jazz.
The music-machine quavered, the multi-limbed organists, ludicrous in their
haste to escape from an unreal doom, shrank, withered to scuttling black beetles;
the lighting effects that had sprayed a rich, unearthly effulgence over the
consoles died away into pastel, blue gloom; then the great machine itself, caught
in swirl upon wave of augmented chords complemented and reinforced by its
own outpourings, shivered into fragments, poured in a chaotic stream over the
floor of the hall.
I heard Craswell shout again, then the scene changed abruptly. I assumed
that, in his desire to blot out the triumphant paean of jazz from his mind, and
perhaps in an unconscious attempt to confuse me, he had skipped a part of his
plot and, in the opposite of the flashback beloved of screen writers, shot himself
forward. We were—-somewhere else.
Perhaps it was the inferiority complex I was inducing, or in the transition he J
had forgotten how tall he was supposed to be, but he was now a mere six feet,
nearer my own height.
He was so hoarse, I nearly suggested a gargle. "I...I left you in the Hall of
Madness. Your magic caused the roof to collapse. I thought you were—killed."
So the flash-forward wasn't just an attempt to confuse me. He'd tried to lose
me, write me out of the script altogether.
I shook my head. "Wishful thinking, Craswell old man," I said reproachfully.
"You can't kill me off between chapters. You see, I'm not one of your characters
at all. Haven't you grasped that yet? The only way you can get rid of me is by
waking up."
"Again you speak in riddles," he said, but there was little confidence in his
voice.
The place in which we stood was a great, high-vaulted chamber. The lighting
effects—as I was coming to expect—were unusual and admirable—manycolored shafts of radiance from unseen sources, slowly moving, meeting and
merging at the farther end of the chamber in a white, circular blaze which
seemed to be suspended over a thronelike structure.
CraswelPs size-concepts were stupendous. He'd either studied the biggest
cathedrals in Europe, or he was reared inside Grand Central Station. The throne
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was apparently a good half-mile away, over a completely bare but softly resilient
floor. Yet it was coming nearer. We were not walking. I looked at the walls,
realized that the floor itself, a gigantic endless belt, was carrying us along.
The slow, inexorable movement was impressive. I was aware that Craswell
was covertly glancing at me. He was anxious that I should be impressed. I replied
by speeding up the belt a trifle. He didn't appear to notice.
He said: "We approach the Throne of the Snake, before which, his protector
and disciple, stands the female magician and sorceress, Garor. Against her, we
shall need all your strange skills, Nelpar, for she stands invulnerable within an
invisible shield of pure force.
"You must destroy that barrier, that I may slay her with the Sword. Without
her, the Snake, though her master and self-proclaimed master of this world, is
powerless, and he will be at our mercy."
The belt came to a halt. We were at the foot of a broad stairway leading to
the throne itself, a massive metal platform on which the Snake reposed beneath
a brilliant ball of light.
The Snake was—a snake. Coil on coil of overgrown python, with an evil
head the size of a football swaying slowly from side to side.
I spent little time looking at it. I've seen snakes before. And there was
something worth much more prolonged study standing just below and slightly
to one side of the throne.
Craswell's taste in feminine pulchritude was unimpeachable. I had halfexpected an ancient, withered horror, but if Flo Ziegfeld had seen this baby,
he'd have been scrambling up those steps waving a contract, force-shield or no
force-shield, before you could get out the first glissando of a wolf-whistle.
She was a tall, oval-faced, green-eyed brunette, with everything just so, and
nothing much in the way of covering-—a scanty metal chest-protector and a
knee-length, filmy green skirt. She had a tiny, delightful mole on her left cheek.
There was a curious touch of pride in Craswell's voice as he said, rather
unnecessarily: "We are here, Garor," and looked at me expectantly.
The girl said: "Insolent fools—you are here to die."
Mm-m-m—that voice, as smooth and rich as a Piatigorski 'cello-note. I was
ready to give quite a lot of credit to Craswell's imagination, but I couldn't believe
that he'd dreamed up this baby just like that. I guessed that she was modeled
on life; someone he knew; someone I'd like to know—someone pulled out of
the grab bag of memory in the same way as I had produced Mike G'Faolin and
that grubby-chinned cab driver.
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"A luscious dish," I said. "Remind me to ask you later for a phone number of
the original, Craswell."
Then I said and did something that I have since regretted. It was not the
behavior of a gentleman. I said: "But didn't you know they were wearing skirts
longer, this season?"
I looked at the skirt. The hem line shot down to her ankles, evening-gown
length.
Outraged, Craswell glared at his girl-friend. The skirt became knee-length. I
made it fashionable again.
Then that skirt-hem was bobbing up and down between her ankles and her
knees like a crazy window blind. It was a contest of wills and imaginations,
with a very pretty pair of well-covered tibiae as battleground. A fascinating
sight, Garor's beautiful eyes blazed with fury. She seemed to be strangely aware
of the misbecoming nature of the conflict.
Craswell suddenly uttered a ringing, petulant howl of anger and frustration—
a score of lusty-lunged infants whose rattles had been* simultaneously snatched
from them couldn't have made more noise—and the intriguing scene was erased
from view in an eruption of jet-black smoke.
When it cleared, Craswell was still in the same relative position but his sword
was gone, his gladiator rig was torn and scorched, and thin trickles of blood
streaked his muscular arms.
I didn't like the way he was looking at me. I'd booted his super-ego pretty
hard that time.
I said: "So you couldn't take it. You've skipped a chapter again. Wise me up
on what I've missed, will you?" Somehow it didn't sound as flippant as I
intended.
He spoke incisively. "We have been captured and condemned to die, Nelpar.
We are in the Pit of the Beast, and nothing can save us, for I have been deprived
of the Sword and you of your magic.
"The ravening jaws of the Beast cannot be stayed. It is the end, Nelpar. The
End—"
His eyes, large, faintly luminous, looked into mine. I tried to glance away,
failed.

>

Irritated beyond bearing by my importunate clowning, his affronted ego had
assumed the whole power of his brain, to assert itself through his will—to
dominate me.
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The volition may have been unconscious—he could not know why he hated
me—but the effect was damnable.
And for the first time since my brash intrusion into the most private recesses
of his mind, I began to doubt whether the whole business was quite—decent.
Sure, I was trying to help the guy, but.. .but dreams are sacred.
Doubt negates confidence. With confidence gone, the gateway is open to
fear.
Another voice, sibilant. Steve Blakiston saying "...unless you let your mind go
under." My own voice "...wake up as a candidate for a bed in the next ward—"
No, not—"...not unless you let your mind go under—" And Steve had been scared
to do it himself , hadn't he? Yd have something to say to that guy when I got out. If I
got

out...if—

The whole thing just wasn't amusing any more.
"Quit it, Craswell," I said harshly. "Quit making goo-goo eyes, or I'll bat you
one—and you'll feel it, coma or no coma."
He said: "What foolish words are these, when we are both so near to death?"
Steve's voice:

(<.. .sympathetic

magic.. .imagination. If he imagines that one of his

fantastic creations kills the hero—himself—he just won't wake up again."
• That was it. A situation in which the hero must die. And he wanted to
envisage my death, too. But he couldn't kill me. Or could he? How could
Blakiston know what powers might be unleashed by the concept of death during
this ultramundane communion of minds?
Didn't psychiatrists say that the death-urge, the will to die, was buried deep,
but potent, in the subconscious minds of men? It was not buried deep here. It
was glaring, exultant, starkly displayed in the eyes of Marsham Craswell.
He had escaped from reality into a dream, but it was not far enough. Death
was the only full escape—
Perhaps Craswell sensed the confusion of thought and speculation that laid
my mind wide open to the suggestions of his rioting, perfervid, death-intent
imagination. He waved an arm with the grandiloquent gesture of a
Shakespearean Chorus introducing a last act, and brought on his monster.
In detail and vividness it excelled everything that he had dreamed up
previously. It was his swan-song as a creator of fantastic forms, and he had
wrought well.
I saw, briefly, that we were in the center of an enormous, steep-banked
amphitheater. There were no spectators. No crowd scenes for Craswell. He
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preferred that strange, timeless emptiness which comes from using a minimum
number of characters.
Just the two of us, under the blazing rays of great, red suns swinging in a
molten sky. I couldn't count them.
I became visually aware only of the Beast.
An ant in the bottom of a washbowl with a dog snuffling at it might feel the
same way. If the Beast had been anything like a dog. If it had been anything
like anything.
It was a mass the size of several elephants. An obscene hulking gob of
animated, semi-transparent purple flesh, with a gaping, circular mouth or vent,
ringed inside with pointed beslimed tusks, and outside with—eyes.
As a static thing, it would have been a filthy envenomed horror, a thing of
surpassing dread in its mere aspect; but the most fearsome thing was its
nightmarish mode of progression.
Limbless, it jerked its prodigious bulk forward in a series of heaves—and
lubricated its path with a glaucous, viscid fluid which slopped from its mouth
with every jerk.
f
It was heading for us at an incredible pace. Thirty yards—Twenty—
The rigidity of utter fear gripped my limbs. This was true nightmare. I tried
desperately to think...flame-thrower...how...I couldn't remember...my mind,
was slipping away from me in face of the onward surging of that protoplasmic
juggernaut...the slime first, then the mouth, closing...my thoughts were a
screaming turmoil—
Another voice, a deep, drawling, kindly voice, from an unforgettable hour in
childhood—"There's nothing in the whole wide world or out of it that a slug from
Billy here won't stop. There's nothing you can meet in dreams that Billy here won't
stop. He'll come into your dreams with you from now on. There's no call to be scared
of anything. " Then the cool, hard butt in my hand, the recoil, the whining irresistible
chunk of hot, heavy metal—deep in my subconscious.
"Pop!" I gasped. "Thanks, Pop."
The Beast was looming over me. But Billy was in my hand, pointing into the
mouth. I fired.
The Beast jerked back on its slimy trail, began to dwindle, fold it on itself. I
fired again and again.
I became aware once more of Craswell beside me. He looked at the dying
Beast, still huge, but rapidly diminishing, then at the dull metal of the old Colt
in my hand, the wisp of blue smoke from its uptilted barrel.
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And then he began to laugh.
Great, gusty laughter, but with a touch of hysteria.
And as he laughed, he began to fade from view. The red
suns sped away into the sky, became pin points; and the sky was white and
clean and blank—-like a ceiling.
In fact—what beautiful words are "in fact"—in fact, in sweet reality, it was a
ceiling.
Then Steve Blakiston was peering down, easing the chromium bowl off the
rubber pads round my head.
"Thanks, Pete," he said. "Half an hour to the minute. You worked on him
quicker than an insulin shock."
I sat up, adjusting myself mentally. He pinched my arm. "Sure—you're awake.
I'd like you to tell me just what you did—but not now. I'll ring you at your
office."
I saw an assistant taking the bowl off Craswell's head.
Craswell blinked, turned his head, saw me. Half a dozen expressions, none
of them pleasant, chased over his face.
He heaved upright, pushed aside the assistant.
"You lousy bum," he shouted. "I'll murder you!"
I just got clear before Steve and one of the others grabbed his arms.
"Let me get at him—I'll tear him open!"
^ "I warned you," Steve panted. "Get out, quick."
I was on my way. Marsham Craswell in a nightshirt may not have been quite
so impressive physically as the bronzed gladiator of his dreams, but he was still
passably muscular.
That was last night. Steve rang this morning.
"Cured," he said triumphantly. "Sane as you are. Said he realized he'd been
overworking, and he's going to take things easier—give himself a rest from
fantasy and write something else. He doesn't remember a thing about his dreamcoma—but he had a curious feeling that he'd still like to do something
unpleasant to a certain guy who was in the next bed to him when he woke up.
He doesn't know why, and I haven't told him. But better keep clear."
"The feeling is mutual," I said. "I don't like his line in monsters. What's he
going to write now—love stories?"
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Steve laughed. "No. He's got a sudden craze for Westerns. Started talking
this morning about the sociological and historical significance of the Colt
revolver. He jotted down the title of his first yarn—''Six-Gun Rule.' Hey—is
that based on something you pulled on him in his dream?"
I told him.
So Marsham Craswell's as sane as me, huh? I wouldn't take bets.
Three hours ago, I was on my way to the latest heavyweight match at Madison
Square Garden when I was buttonholed by an off-duty policeman.
Michael O'Faolin, the biggest, toughest, nicest cop I know.
"Pete, m'boy," he said. "I had the strangest dream last night. I was helpin'
yez out of a bit of a hole, and when it was all over, you said, in gratitude it may
have been, that yez might have a couple of spare tickets f'the fight this very
night, and I was wondering whether it could have been a sort of tellypathy
like, and-—"
I grabbed the corner of the bar doorway to steady myself. Mike was still
jabbering on when I fumbled for my own tickets and said: "I'm not feeling too?
well, Mike. You go. I'll pick my stuff up from the other sheets. Don't think
about it, Mike. Just put it down to the luck of the. Irish."
I went back to the bar and thought hard into a large whisky, which is the
next best thing to a crystal ball for providing a focus of concentration.
"Tellypathy, huh?"
No, said the whisky. Coincidence. Forget it.
Yet there's something in telepathy. Subconscious telepathy—two dreaming
minds in rapport. But I wasn't dreaming. I was just tagging along in someone
else's dream. Minds are particularly receptive in sleep. Premonitions and whathave-you. But I wasn't sleeping either. Six and four makes minus ten, strike
three—you're out. You're nuts, said the whisky.
I decided to find myself a better-quality crystal ball. A Scotch in a crystal
glass at Cevali's club.
So I hailed a Purple Cab. There was something reminiscent about the back
of the driver's head. I refused to think about it. Until the pay-off.
"Dollar-fifty," he growled, then leaned out. "Say—ain't I seen you some place?"
"I'm around," I said, in a voice that squeezed with reluctance past my larynx.
"Didn't you drive me out to Pentagon yesterday?"
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"Yeah, that's it," he said. Square unshaven jaw, low forehead, dirty red hair
straggling under his cap. "Yeah—but there's something else about your pan. I
took a sleep between cruises last night and had a daffy dream. You seemed to
come into it. And I got the screwiest idea you already owe me a dollar-fifty."
For a moment, I toyed with the idea of telling him to go to hell. But the
roadway wasn't green sand. It looked too solid to open up. So I said, "Here's
five," and staggered into Cevali's.
I looked into a whisky glass until my brain began to clear, then I phoned
Steve Blakiston and talked. "It's the implications," I said finally. "I'm driving
myself bats trying to figure out what would have happened if I'd conjured up a
few score of my acquaintances. Would they all have dreamed the same dream
if they'd been asleep?"
"Too diffuse," said Steve, apparently through a mouthful of sandwich. "That
would be like trying to broadcast on dozens of wavelengths simultaneously with
the same transmitter. Your brain was an integral part of that machine, occupying
the same position in the circuit as a complexus of recording instruments, keyed
in place with Craswell's brain-—until the pick-up frequency was raised. What
happened then I imagined purely as an induction process. It was-—as far as the
Craswell hook-up was concerned, but—"
I couldn't stand the juicy champing noises any longer, and said: "Swallow it
before you choke." The guy lives on sandwiches.
His voice cleared. "Don't you see what we've got? During the amplification
of the cerebral currents, there was a backsurge through the tubes and the
machine became a transmitter. These two guys were sleeping, their unconscious
minds wide open and acting as receivers; you'd seen them during the day,
envisaged them vividly—and got tuned in, disturbing their minds and giving
them dreams. Ever heard of sympathetic dreams? Ever dreamed of someone you
haven't seen for years, and the next day he looks you up? Now we can do it
deliberately—mechanically assisted dream telepathy, the waves reinforced and
transmitted electronically! Come on over. We've got to experiment some more."
"Sometimes," I said, "I sleep. That's what I intend to do now—without
mechanical assistance. So long."
A nightcap was indicated. I wandered back to the club bar. I should have
gone home.
She hipped her way to the microphone in front of the band, five-foot ten of
dream wrapped up in a white, glove-tight gown. An oval-faced, green-eyed
brunette with a tiny, delightful mole on her left cheek. The gown was a little
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exiguous about the upper regions, perhaps, but not as whistle-worthy as the
outfit Craswell had dreamed on her.
Backstage, I got a double shot of ice from those green eyes. Yes, she knew
Mr. Craswell slightly. No, she wasn't asleep around midnight last night. And
would I be so good as to inform her what business it was of mine? College type,
ultra. How they do drift into the entertainment business. Not that I mind.
When I asked about the refrigeration, she said: "It's merely that I have no
particular desire to know you, Mr. Parnell."
"Why?"
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